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Figuring Out How Many Panels You Need
Using a special formula based on your current annual electrical usage and the wattage
of the solar panel being installed, an installer will determine how many panels you will
need to virtually eliminate your monthly electric bills.
You can find your annual usage by simply adding the last 12 months of kilo-watt hours
(kWh) located on the bar graph on your ComEd paper bill or from your online account.

Figuring Out Where to Put Your Panels on Your Roof
Rule out any roof space with a northerly direction. The figure below depicts the sun’s orientation to Earth during the
Winter and Summer Solstices. The shaded area in the Summer Solstice circle is where the sun’s rays will never directly
hit your roof at any point in time, and this is the area you want to avoid installing solar panels.

Laying Out Your Panels
Now that it is known how many panels
you need and where they can go, the
installer can lay them out on your roof.
First, the installer must find out what
your village or county codes are. Some
municipalities require setbacks for fire
department access at the sides and
ridge of your roof like this home,
pictured.
Installers will take into consideration
any trees or obstacles on your roof, like
chimneys and stacks that will cast any
shadows across your roof, or skylights
that take up roof space.

In this depiction, the customer is using
8,000 kW hours annually and will need
18 panels to offset their usage by 100%.
Note that the trees will not pose any
shading problems on the roof.

Presenting You with an Estimate
In the case of our customer requiring 18 panels, this
proposal reflects their cost, percentage of usage offset,
savings with incentives and net-metering, and the number
of years it will take for this customer to break even on their
investment. It is expected this customer will be pay
approximately 39% of the costs for this system after the
Federal 26% Tax Credit and IL SREC incentives are collected
and will break even within 7 years.

Consumer Advise
• Seek a reliable, licensed and UL or NABCEP certified installer
• Verify years of experience
• Verify all electrical connections are performed by a licensed electrical contractor
• Check into the company
• Ask for references
• Check out their website
• Read customer reviews
• Research the integrity of the product and manufacturers being installed
• Manufacturers should have minimum 10 years of production
• What is warranty on panels/inverters

• Always get more than one quote
• Never install panels facing north

• ISEA – Illinois Solar Energy Association
• Great resource for more information about solar power and installers
• www.illinoissolar.org

